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ABSTRACT 

The main purpose of the following paper is to derive conditions which are suffi
cient for extending three partial automorphisms of an abelian group G to three 
automorphisms of an abelian supergroup K;2G such that these automorphisms 
commute among themselves. 

INTRODUCTION 

By a partial automorphism of a group G we mean morphisms p., y and "t' that maps A isomorphically 
an isomorphic mapping p. of a subgroup A s; G onto onto B, C isomorphicalIy onto D, and F isomorphi
another subgroup Bs;G, where B need not be different cally onto H respectively. Assume that: 
from A. IfP. is defined on the whole of G then it is 

1) (A n C) p. = B n C 	 2) (A n D) p. = B n D usually called automorphism on G. It is known [4] 
3) (A n F) !J. = B n F 4) (A n H) p. = B n H that any partial automorphism of a group can always 

be extended to an automorphism of a supergroup. 5) (Cn A) Y = DnA 6) (C n B) y = Dn B 
It is also known [1] that under certain sufficient condi 7) (C n F) y = D n F 8) (C n H) y = Dn H 
tions, two partial automorphisms of an abelian group 9) (Fn A),,; = H n A 10) (F n B) "; = Hn B 
can be extended to two commutative automorphisms 

11) (F n C) "; =H n C 12) (F n D) "; = Hn D
of an abelian supergroup. In this paper we consider 

13) gp.y=gyp., gp."t'= gp.'t' and g'rr= g,,;ya given abelian group G and three partial automor
phisms p., y and "t' of G and derive conditions which whenever (gp.), (g't'), (gy) ,(gp.) y, (gp.) 't', (gy)p.,(gy)"t' 
are sufficient for p., y and "t' to be all extendable to (g't') iJ., (g't')y are defined. 
automorphisms 5, 0, and w, respectively of one and 
the same abelian supergroup K;2 G such that 5, ° Define for each i in I, the set of all integers, a group 

and w commute among themselves. The principal tool G i isomorphic to G under a fixed isomorphism Yi : 

throughout is the direct product of two groups with GYi = G i 
one amalgamated subgroup [2]. 

Thus each Gi contains subgroups Ai' Bi, Ci, Di, 
Fi, and Hi which are isomorphic images of A, B, C,

THE CONSTRUCTION 
D, F arId H under Yi' and there exist isomorphisms 

Let G be an abelian group which contains sub !J.i = Yi - 1iJ. Yi, Yi = Yi- IYYi and 't'i = Yi- I";Yi mapp
groups A, B, C, D, F, and H and three partial auto- ing Ai onto B i , Ci onto Di and F i onto H jrespectively 
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A. B· C· D., F., and Hi satisfy the conditions thatI' I' I' I I 

correspond to 1 - 13. 

Now we define a sequence of groups Pi,j for all 
i, j E I and i < j as follows: we first form the direct 
product of Gi and G i+. amalgamating Bi S Giwith 

Ai+1 S;;; Gi +. according to the isomorphism 

"ti ·fl·· "t'+I' Call this direct product Pi, i+.: 

Pi,i+1 = {Gix 01+. ; Bi = Ai+l } 

Then define p.. inductively to be the direct product I.J 

Pi,j = {Pi,j .• xGj; Bj .• = Aj} 

amalgamating Bj .• s Pi. j .• with Aj S OJ according 

to the isomorphism "tt. fl· ."(j 
00 

If we form K. = U P.n,n 
0=1 

then K. is evidently abelian. 

Using Lemmas 1 and 2 in Reference[l] and through' 
steps similar to those in Lemmas 5-8, Reference [3], we 
can prove that K. possesses an automorphism a.that 
extends each I-'-i and partial automorphisms 0. that 
extends each Vi' and Wi that extends each 't'i such that: 

0. maps the subgroup 
V = { ... , C.1, Co, C.' ... } S K. 


onto the subgroup 


W = {... , D.•, Do' D1, ... } sKI 

and WI maps the subgroup 

Y = { ... , F.1, Fo, F1, ... } s K. 

onto the subgroup 
Z = { ... , H.1, Ho' HI' ... } sKI 

and 61 maps V, W, Y, and Z each onto itself. 

Lemma. 

In KI the following holds 

(i) (V 0 Y) 0. = W 0 Y (ii) (V 0 Z) 0. = W 0 Z 

(iii) (Y 0 V) w. = Z 0 V (iv) (Y 0 W)w. = Z 0 W 

(v) kJ 0. wJ = k. w. 0. whenever kl 0. , k. w. 
(k. 0.) w., (kJ w. ) 0 1 are defined. 

Proof 

By the use of lemmas Sand 6 in Reference 
[3] together with the uniqueness of the normal form 
of the elements of th~ direct product of groups with 
one amalgamated subgroup [2], any element XE 

V 0 Y can be written in the form 

x = x ~(I) x ~(Z) ••• X~(D) , 

Where each x ~(i)E C ~(i) 0 F~(i) and 

x d) < at (2)< , ... <at (n). Thus 

X 01 = (X~(I) 'J <X(1» (X~(2) V<X(2»"'( x~(n)V ~(n» , 

where each x (;(i) v ~(i) E D~(i) 0 Fat(i) by condition 

8. Thus x 0. E W 0 Y, and(V 0 y) 0. S;;; W 0 Y. 

On the other hand, any element yEW 0 Y can be 
written in the form 

y = y~(l) Y~(2) .. , Y~(m) 

where each y~(j) E D~(j) 0 F~(j) = 

(C ~(j) OF ~(j» v~(j) = (Cp(j) OF~(j»0., 

Thus yE(V 0 Y) 0., and hence (W 0 Y)s(V 0 Y)0., 

which completes the proof of(i). Similarly we prove 
(ii), (iii), and (iv). The proof of(v) is by direct calcula
tion, putting under consideration condition 13 and 

that 0. and WI extend each Vi and 't'i respectively. 

This completes the proof of the lemma. 

Using the above lemma and lemma (3) in Reference 
[l] we can prove that: If we replace G; A, B, C, D, 

F, H; 1-'-, v ,'t' by K.; V, W, Y, Z, K., K.; 0. WJ , a. 

respectively then the conditions that correspond to 
1) - 13) will be satisfied. 

Thus we can repeat the above procedure, this 
time embedding Kl in an abelian group K2 which 
posesses an automorphism 02 that estends 01 and 
two partial automorphisms W2 and a2 extending WI 

and 6. respectively such that 02' w2' a2, commute 
among themselves. 

We carryon indefinitely, thus when Kn.1 is formed 
we embed it in the abelian group Kn that posesses 
three mappings aD' 0 D and Wn one of which is an 
automorphism and the others are parial automor
phisms such that aD' 0 n' and wD commute among 
themselves. 

Finally we form the group 

which is abelian and define the mappings a, 0 and w. 
as follows: For any k EK, k EKi for some i and we put 

k e= k ei; , k 0 = k 0 i' kw = kWj 

Thus e , 0 and ware automorphisms of K which 
extend each 6i , 0 i and W respectively and hence 
extend fl , 11 and 't' . 

Using Lemma 4 in Reference [1] we can prove 
that e , 0 and W commute among themselves. 

This completes the proof of the following theorem 
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Theorem. (2) C.G. Chehata and A. Shawky, "Normal Form of 

Conditions 1 - 13 are sufficient for extending 
three partial automorphisms p. , v and "t' of an abelian 
group G to automorphisms e, 0, and w of an abelian 
group K 2 G such that e , 0 ' w commute among 
themselves. (3) 
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